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he Kentucky Museum's newest exhibit
features works of Kentucky craftspeople in a variety of media. This work
shows that Kentucky craft is more than quilts
and baskets. Come see an exciting array of works, ·ncluding furniture,
vessels, clothing, jewelry and breathtaking works
.~
. that defy description. Don't iss this exhibit!
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Contem moary Traditions:
Works of Ke tucky Craftspeople
October 12-December 6, 1993
Sponsored by Trans Financial Bank

The Kentucky M seum
The Best-kept secret in K tuckyDiscover it for yourself!
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Fry. Museum
f(~aturing

n wexhibit
By

EGHAN

HOBBS

For many, the word craft conjut's up images of popsicle stick
mo uments with construction
pap r cutouts secured with
Elm 's glue. But the Kentucky
Mus m and Western's art department ave collaborated to shed
new Ii ht on the image of crafts.
Th ir newest exhibit,
"Conte porary Traditions: Works
of Kentucky Craftspeople," high lig ts cra ftswork from some of
Ke tucky's best artisans .
ichelle Coakes, assistant professor of art, acted as guest curator or the exhibit. Coakes said
the how was put together
beca se 1993 is "The Year of the
Arne ican Craft" and they wanted
to participate in the celebration.
Coakes said she spent a lot of
time and effort choosing the
artists and works that would be
presented in the show. She
restricted the participants to
craftspeople from Kentucky, and
took care lO choose several
objects from each of the five categor ies of traditional craft media:
clay, wood, fibers, metals and
gla s.
The result is "a very eclectic
sho", ," Coakes said.
TI e exhibit, in the Kentucky
I use m's galleries K and L, will
run th ough Dec .

OFFICE OF THE DEAN
UNIVERSITY LIBRARI ES
October 4, 1993

MEMORANDUM TO:

Faculty and Staff
University Libraries

FROM:

Michael B. ' Binder
Dean of Librarie.

SUBJECT:

"publicity· Volunteer.
a nd Morning Coffee, October 11

~

~
rVVlJ.
fflA

You may have heard that our Development Office is makin g
a concer te d effort to increa.e the amount of publicity we gene
re: upcoming, especially major, exhibits of the Kentucky Mus
You r help in making this ".preading of the word" successful
would be gre atly appreciated.
If you want to contribute to this publicity
attend a morning c offee on Monday, October 11 at 10 a.m . in
the Kentucky Building. At that time, we will discuss the deta
of the planned publicity tor ·Contemporary Traditions," the
newest exhibit at the Museum that will open to the public the
following day. We will al.o provide you with 80me of the new
materials, including poster., flyers, and tents for your distr
bution on campus.
And we will treat you to a preview of this extraordinary
displ ay of Kentucky crafts.

EARLENE CHELF SAY I NG " THANK YOU"
TO THE VOLUNTEERS !!

Western Kentucky University

Celebrating
Kentucky's
crafts
Contemporary Traditions: Works of
Kentucky Craftspeople opened at
the Kentucky Museum yesterday,
and it will and run through Dec. 6.
Michelle Coakes, a member of
WKU's art faculty, is guest curator
of the exhibit which was scheduled as part of the Year of American

Craft 93.
According to organizers, the
YOAC is "a hemispheric-wide
celebration to heighten awareness
of the outstanding cultural contribution of crafts and the ways
craftsmanship is woven into the
aesthetic and spiritual fabric of
life."
.
All 50 states, most Canadian
Provinces and some Latin Amerian c un tries, are participating in
:he celebration, a cooperative
ffort involving individuals, craft
rganizations, galleries, museums,
choo , governmental agencies,
the m ia and other groups and
( rga zations.
It K ntucky a myriad of festival, irs, exhibitions, workshops
an c nferences are scheduled to
foc 15 n the creative work of the
hal d. Kentucky'S former First
l..a ¥, ? hyllis George Brown, is a
'tal 0 al spokesperson for YOAC,
.; n C1 rrent First Lady, Elizabeth
fil d Jones, serves as honorary
oh ir or the state.
Coa 1<es id, Contemporary
.l'rc. dit ons will feature the work of
20 .( e 1tu ky craftspeople, including a' tist , as Rude Osolnik,
~; tep ,en olfe Powell, Arturo
~;an .ov- , Kim Huber, Steve
) a is-Rosenbaum and William
'--Ie sallo."
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" Among the 60 or more pieces
to be exhibited," she continued,
"are baskets, ceramics, glass,
jewelry, quilts, and furniture, plus
two unusual pieces made of
'found' materials."
One, called "Can Quilt," is
crushed aluminum cans secured
to a 6' x 7' panel with thousands
of nails; the second "Kentucky
Quilt II," is discarded
.cigarette packages attached to a 5'
x 6' canvas. Both were made by
Tom Pfannerstill, Louisville.
Trans Financial Bank provided
funding for Contemporary Traditions and other activities scheduled in conjunction with the
exhibit, including a demonstration/ slide presentation by Steve
Davis-Rosenbaum, Midway
College ceramicist, 1-4 p.m., Nov.
6, at the Kentucky Museum.

Piranha Cheeks Smith, a blown-glass piece
produced by Centre College artisan Stephen
Rolfe Powell, is among 60 items in Contemporary Traditions through Dec. 6 at the
Kentucky Museum ..
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3:00 p.OL
The Medical Center
and Trans Financial Bank
Blast-Off!

~

CLASSIC
Saturday, October 9
9:00 a.1IL
Volleyball Classic
and 3 on 3 Basketball
Preliminary Rounds will be
held at the Bowling GreenWarren County Airport to be continued on
Sunday, October 10.
More than 250 teams will
compete in these events.

Sunday, October 10
2:00 p.OL
The Children's Classic
Series of running events
for children ages 6-12
(non-competitive)
L.T. Smith Stadium
Western Kentucky University

Friday, October 15
3:00 p.OL - 10:00 p.OL
The Medical Center's
Health and Fitness Expo
E.A. Diddle Arena

Saturday, October 1G
8:00 a.OL - 3:00 p.OL
The Medical Center's
Health and Fitness Expo
E.A. Diddle Arena

10:30 a.m.
The Medical Center and
Trans Financial Bank
10k Classic
Recognized by Runner's World
magazine as one of the top ten
races in the country.
Highlights of the day's events
include:
Health and Fitness Expo
3kRun
3k Walk
10k Rollerblade
The Super Mile

The Kentucky Museum's
Oktoberfest
$20 per person
Available at Museum Store,
or by calling 5021745-2592
ticket includes: admission to
Oktoberfest tent filled with
German food and beer vendors
Fritz's German Band
Benefit Auction
admission to all 10k festivities,
including three-onthree
basketball tournament,
volleyball and more
Beach Boys Concert
Fireworks show
Finals of Volleyball Classic and
3 on 3 Basketbal tournaments

7:00 p.OL
Beach Boys Concert
(Tentative)
Fireworks Show
Bowling Green-Warren
County Airport

Sunday, October 17
1:30 p.1IL
The Trans Financial Bank
and Medical Center
Skins Game
Featuring - Arnold Palmer,
Fuzzy Zoeller, Kenny Perry
and Vince Gill.
Each golfer will be playing
a traditional "Skins" game
for 4 local charities
United Way, Girls Club,
Junior Achievement and
Hilltopper Athletic Foundation.
Indian Hills Country Club

7:00 p.1IL
Vince Gill Concert
Featuring Patty Loveless
and Larry Stewart
E.A. Diddle Arena
Call (800) 726-7223
for further information.

(

Tickets

Trans Financial Bank,
Trace Die Cast, Inc.

and
Diddle Arena
Ticket Office

•

745-5222

Admission includes:
The
Kentucky
~_IQ]_IQ].lLll:l Museums

-OKTOBERFEST
-Smokey Robinson & The Miracles
-Sports Fest '93
- Fireworks .

OKTOBERFEST is an official 10k Festival event. Fund-raiser for The Kentucky Museum.

DAILY NEWS, BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY
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MlJ seum fund-raiser
adCJed to 1OK events
By AM: Y DENNIS
The Dai y News
The entucky Museum's annual
fund-rai er will get an added boost
this yea from being included in the
Bowlin Green 10K "Blast-Off

'93."
The p tential to raise more money
than in past Oktoberfests exists
since th event will be part of the
ticket p"ckage for Bowling Green
road ra e events, according to
Earlene helf, library special collections coordinator at Western
Kentuck
University's Kentucky
Building and Museum.
"This is a whole different approach," she said.
Oktob rfest, an annual fund-raiser
for the museum, will be at the
Bowling Green-Warren County
Re ional Airport from 3 p.m.-7 p.m.
Oct. 16 after the race takes place on
and arou d Western's campus.
Past 0 toberfests have been at the
Kni hts
Columbus Hall on Searcy ay w lere capacity was limited.
Tickets for the Bowling Green
10K Fes val are $20 and half the
proceeds ,)f the tickets purchased at
the Ken cky Museum or at
We tern' ticket office will go to the
mu eum.
rowd expectations are sketchy,
Ms Chelf said, so the amount of
mo ey that will be raised is hard to
pre ict.
" We may have 800 to 1,000,"
she said. "That's just a rough esti-

mate. Since we are having it a the
airport, that might enable us to I ave
this large crowd. We may ' lave
2,000 to 3,000."
The museum took a $2L ,000
budget cut during the last iscal
year, and Ms. Chelf said the rn ney
raised from Oktoberfest is need .
Because of a lack of funds, a 1992
proposal to construct an additi n t
the museum at a cost of betwe n $5
million and $9 million wil be
reviewed by the Board of Rege ts
a later date.
The museum's staff has had t cut
back on expenses, incl ding ffice
supplies.
"The funds we rec ive will be
used for conservation of museum
artifacts, activities, fut re exhibits
- things like that," Ms C lelf said.
"I think it's going to be redly ood
for the museum. Anyti e yo are
OK, it's
part of an event like th
beneficial. "
Included in Oktoberfe t' activities are performances b Smokey
Robinson, Fritz's German .3and, a
fireworks display, and spo ,; activities. German food and drink also
will be sold.
"We think with having the music
and all the good food nd 0 er
things going on around it that it will
probably be pretty jam-packed l ith
activities," Ms. Chelf said.

October 13, 1993

It' , Oktober est!

On Campus
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15,1993 ·
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Ok berfest, Smokey Robinson
and t e Miracles, Sports Fest '93
and fi eworks-it's a major
happ ning and it's all taking
place this Saturday, Oct. 16 at
Bowlmg Green/Warren County
Airp rt as part of the Bowling
Gree 10k "Blast-Off '93."
Ok berfest, The Kentucky
Muse m's annual fundraiser, is
. sched led for 3-7 p.m., "under
the bi tent" (located most
closel to the Airway Drive
entran e to the airport), and it
should be the most fun and
festive ver!
Fritz' German Band from
Nashville, Tenn/ will provide
the 00 -pahpahs, authentic
German food and drink will be
sold, and commem orative
sweatshirts and museum mugs
will also be sold.
Tick ts purchased at The
Kentu ky Museum Store (7456080) at Diddle Arena Ticket
Office 745:'5222) are only $20,
with h If designated to benefit
The Ke tucky Museum's programs nd activities.
Speci 1 thanks goes to Rick
Kelley, Bowling Green business
pr fess nal, for including the
Ken tuc y Museum in thi~ year's
10k activ ties; Trans Financial
Ba k an Trace Die Cast, Inc. for
fund ing; and the volunteer
com mittee, headed by Ralph
Gola and Nancy Allen, for
organizing the event.
This year's Oktqberfest should
be a blast. Don't miss it!

LIFESTYLE
BrieRy

oktoberfest

to be Satu rd Jy

A Daily News report
Oktoberfest, the annual fund raiser to benefit The Kentucky
Museum, will be 3 p.m.- p.m.
Saturday at Bowling Green arre
County Regional Airport.
The event is part of The
Center at Bowling Green
Financial Bank 10K "
'93," a series of activities ti
road race to be Saturday arou d
Western Kentucky Uni ersit ' s
campus.
Tickets for the blast-off, I lc' ud' g
Oktoberfest, are $20. Half tb proceeds of tickets purchased a The
Kentucky Museum or at es ' rn' s
eum,
ticket office will go to the
according to Earlene Chel , l' brary
special collections coordin, tor at the
museum.
Proceeds will be used t: r c nservation of museum artifact , a tivities and future exhibits, M::s. Chelf
said, adding that the museu took a
$24,000 budget cut during the last
fiscal year.
Included in Okt berfest's activities are performances by Smokey
Robinson, Fritz's German Band, a
fireworks display, and sports activities. German food and drink also
will be sold.
" We think with having the music
and all the good food and other
things going on around it that it will
probably be pretty jam-packed with
activities," Mrs. Chelf said.
4
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Herald

it, Smokey'

Mo own legend Smokey Robinson performs at Bowling
's airport Saturday night. The vonce was part of the 10K and Oktoberfest activities.

A Fund Rai se r fo r
The Kentucky Mu seum
Tha nk s to O ur
Sponsors!

rRANS FINANCIAL BANK
&

rRACE DIE CAST CO.
Ok!"bcr(c,! " an o((icia l
10K Fcsflva l Even !

I

Ralph Gola , Larr y
HEADING INSIDE!!!

cott and Sand y St abe ll

(

READY TO GO TO WORK !!
Mary , ro ve s, Deana & Chris Groves , Mike Brey and Jane Brooks

(

10K CLASSIC AND OKTOBERFEST

BOWLING GREEN AIRPORT

SPORTS ACTIVITIES VOLLEYBALL GAME!!!

YES, IT DID RAIN!!!
LARRY SCOTT HELPS MOVE THE TABLE INSIDE!!

THIS IS THE WAY WE COOK THE FOOD!!
Mariah's Restaurant

~Iw
~b~
r
11:.· ' \\"'~
Beer was on the menu!~

\

AVAILABLE IN ALL
CONTINENTS

Speaking of Menu , these were the prices !!

(

This is wh e re we buy our food

THE LEADER OF THE BAND !!

GETTING READY FOR THE CHICKEN DANCE!

I

THIS IS THE CHICKEN DANCE!!

RICK HORN (SNADY'S HUSBAND) HAVING FUN WITH A BAND MEMBER!!

(

OCTOBER 29,

1993

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
HELM ROOM 5

(
AN UNINVITED GUEST ' ,

IS THIS DEBBY??????
199:3
,.
.

"
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'AMMY HONEYCUTT IS SERV I NG THE UNINVITED GUEST

THE 10 REASONS SHE IS NOT IN
COSTUME! !

THE PROM QUEEN LIKES THE UNINVITED GUEST!!

SAY "I AM GOING TO THE PAR
I DON'T CARE WHAT YOU

NO THIS ISN'T DEBBY!!!!!!
......

' .

/--

.

!

(

A WESTERN LIBRARIAN!! (ROSE DAVIS)

BRENDA DICKSON

00 , DEANA GROVES,

AND GARY BEAGLE ---~-

BUS BOY (MARV LEAVY ) DOING HIS JOB !

THE GRIM REAPER (TAMMIE HONEYCUTT)

PLEASE MARV, WE'RE TRYING TO KEEP DONNA PHILLIPS AWAKE ! !
(Frances Turnipseed & Elizabeth Cossey)

WHO WILL WIN THE PRIZE FOR THE BEST COSTUME??

(

DEANA GROVES , LINDA DAVIS , MARV LEAVY , TAMMIE HONEYCUT~
DEBBY GABBARD? , BRENDA WOOD OR SHEILA HAUSE , GARY BEAGLE ,
DEBBY LaMASTUS , PAULA OWENS OR JEANNIE BUTLER???

1ST PLACE , PAULA OWENS (PROM QUEEN)
2ND PLACE , DEBBY GABBARD (PHANTOM OF THE OPERA)
3RD PLACE , TAMMIE HONEYCUTT (GRIM REAPER)
4TH PLACE , DEBBY LaMASTUS (HIPPIE)
IT WAS A FUN PARTY !!!!

PROM QUEEN (Paula Owens)
RECEIVING HER 1ST

PRI~E

FROM

JANE BROOKS ! (IS JANE IN COSTUME??)

November 16,1993

Herald

Kennedy exhibition planned
ten a bout his family life.
The exhibit also pays a living
On Nov. 22, 1963, the world t rib ute to Kennedy by giving
seemed to come to a standstill as
rdinary citizens a chance to
the ne ws of President John F. contribute to history by recountKenn dy's assassination was ing their experiences from the
heard.
day he was shot.
The Kentucky Library is havBehind the display case is a
ing a d isplay to remember the w 11 with half-sheets of pap e r
30th anniversary of Kennedy's ta ed in rows.
death.
The recollections of those
The display will feature w rember that day are written
memorabilia from Kennedy's om the sheets of paper.
campaign and administration, as
o far, those who have
well as reflective articles writHERALD STAFF REPORT

r ecorded their memories have
ranged from eight to 35 years old
at the time of the assassination.
ome accounts are only a few
se ntences long, while others are
i great detail.
The Kentucky Library invites
t e public to come by and write
t eir memories.
It is open from 8:30 to 8:30
p.m. Monday; 8:30-4:30 p.m
Tuesday-Friday and 9:30-4:00
p.m Saturday. For more information, contact Jonathan Jeffrey
at 745-5083

On Campus

November 17, 1993

Peggy Wright of Library Public
Services has A Teacup Idea: The
Research Retreat appearing in
College and Research Library
News. February 1993, Vol. 54, p.
62-64.

(

Cynthia Elkin, Library Public
Services has From S hhh! to a

Shout: Librarians Make Your Voices
Heard, appearing in Kentucky
Libraries 57 (3): 15, Summer 1993.

I

ABOUT YOU

University LibrariE;s
LlBRARY PUBLIC SERVICES
Linda A. Morrissett partidpated
in a panel discussion on
Interinstitutional Cooperation, and
co-presented with Therese D.
Baker Assessing and Enhancing Off-

Campus Library Services in Western
Kentucky at the sixth Off-Campus
Library Services Conference Oct. 8
in Kansas City, Mo.

I
LlBRA ~Y

SPECI~ L COLLECTIONS
Nan Baird gave an international p ogram on Norway for the
Allen County Homemakers in
September, and spoke on Enid
Yandell: Kentucky Sculptor before
the Filson
b and for the
Beargrass-St. Matthews Historical
Society, both in LouisVille, Ky. last
month.

a

Therese D. Baker, Library
Public Services, co-authored with
Linda A. Morrissett Assessing and

Enhancing Off-Campus Library
Services in Western Kentucky

published in the Sixth Off-Campus Library Services Conference
Proceedinp. Mount Pleasant,
Mo., : Central Michigan UniverSity, 19931 pp. 169-180.

"-~

~
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Western Kentucky University

OItCizmpus

JllimEMBEB 22, -1963:

hen JFK was 5 hot, I was ...
_

~&raa McOadq, II shule7tt IISSistImt in

tIdiIIIuc:ty Museum's Office of Sptrill
a-&

-r- in Mr, 8itu's U,S. History c1llss III
anm.rHiglt in DrnIUua, NelmIs1aL The
8IlIlQJPIQ!mmt orame uoer the loud spttJker thlll
Prai4al Kennedy Iwd
shot. We lIIid our
-.&_mI our tksks tmd you could hetar
....,.1 DIS 16 yttm old."

'*"

On.November 22, 1963, the
world seemed to come to a stand~==:\l 'J. ~ hit That Presiden
lolmFitzgerald Kennedy had been
assassinated·in Dallas, 'Tex. Shock
waYeS resounded throughout a
nation that had once felt safe and
untouchable.
lUa remembrance of the 30th
anniversary of the President's
~ Western Kentucky
Uhiversity's Kentucky library is

featuring a display of Kennedy
memorabilia from his campaign
and administration, as well as
reflective articles written about his
family life.
But the exhibit also pays a living
tribute to the 35th President by
giving citizens a chance to contribute to history by recounting what
they were doing on the day President Kennedy was shot. Behind
the display case is a wall with haHsheets of white paper taped in
rows. On these papers are written
the recollections of those who
remember that day !n 1963.
So far, those who have recOttl
their memories range in age from
o 35 years old a~ ilie t:ime o~ t~
assassination. Some accounts are
only a sentence or two long, such
as that of one man who was 8 at
the time and wrote, ''I was in
school in the third grade."

Most are filled with great detail
of time and place, such as one
man who wrote that he was 9
years old and sitting in the "second row, second desk from the
left in penmanship class" at a
Catholic school in Wisconsin. His
principal led the school in a
prayer over the intercom..
Many recall the emotions they
felt on that day, such as one
woman who recalls a girl sitting
next to her lamenting that
Lyndon Johnson would be President as a result of the assassination. The writer, 19 at the .'
r~rl_embers that "even in my
shock and pam, tha1 strfl¢ me. as
t-insensitive things
I ever heard from anyone:!l
Each memory provides a different perspective, but they all share
a common tragedy: the death of a
leader. The wall shows that such

a violent loss at
that time in
history crossed
lines of gender,
race and partisanship.
The wall also gives those who
were not alive in 1963 a chance to
learn something about the assassination that could never come from
a newpaper or magazine article.
The personal .recollections may
help young people understand the
impact of Kennedy's death felt by
relatives, their communities and
the nation.
The Kentucky library invites
those who want to pass on their
=1~mories of Nov. 22, 1963, to the
young and tlle" old to come by and
mte them down. The Kentucky
library is open 8:30-8:30 Monday;
8:30-4:30 Tuesday-Friday; and
9:30-4 Saturday.

~ove~1/,1993
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The let ers of Harry L. Jacksoll
By NiIole Williamson, II public w:lations
intDN in the Kentw:ky Mwseum's Office of
~Ewrts

Clt:IIIIttr 8th 1944

DMrSaJ1ie:
I ~1101
'II from yow in II long time, but I
bleat it is t because yow htmtI1IOI written.
11Mreis 1IOI1PIJICh to teU you - We lITe still
figltmag.

SO begins one man's version of
one of th most famous times in
ournatio 's history-World War
ll. In this letter written from
somewhere in Holland, Harry .
Jackson describes some of his dayto-daya ·vities as an army officer
to his sister back home in Kentucky. On a page of this letter,
Jackson also sketched a detailed
p~e of one of the many magnificent cathedrals he visited
whil serving in Europe. On other
lett he drew pictures of whatever e saw: his trench, a German
vehi e, and elaborate buildings.
Born near Drakes Creek in
Warren County, Ky. in 1907,
Jackson spent much of his early
life studying art. He worked as an
art critic in New York until the
war, and as his letters show, even
while in the army hiS mind was
often on the beauty which surrounded him rather than the

Portrait of HRny L. Jackson, by
Bod
of Nashville, Tenn. (1979). The work , ~ngs
in the HL. Jackson Gal1ery in the Ken ,wcky

Museum.

destruction.
Jackson donated his collecti )n of
letters and other items to W~ tern
KentuckY University's Depart·
ment of Library Special ColI :.
tions in 1984. A number of tht se
letters and sketches by JacksoI are
currently displayed on the sec( nd
floor of the Kentucky Building
and can be seen between the
hours of 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.rn.
Monday through Friday d 9:
a.m. to 4: p.rn. Saturdays.
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Sometimes
··ii
and Specia.JiCollectiqQ$:;l.YI(;q§n't knoW, hgw gpod::they y9
got it. Ot~r times th§y=~:!~drS4re w~at t~ey:v~ got at ~<.
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One suqn mystery:· revolves arbuN:t cQI.lectiqn of h mdpainted gr~eting cards currently Qndi~pl~y !~::ttie ·.K~n
tucky e.utfdiQQt: The cards, which ~pictur~»eAiJt.,tul'::RJs
sian . .scenery,·are signed PLi.ncess ·Shirfnf*Y/bVt no one
see,ms to know who she li:: p·j- if she,:s,:: ~ r~~:::p~{ on
T~e carps were donated to the~~u$,Crj:Pt~· Are' by
Harry L·'Jackson~ ..~. . Bowling·Gre·6n, '-y~: : f)ati.Y\ w wa:,
a great patrop.:, ofthe arts. In additiori:::t,f·th$:: ards JaQR....
son don~tetr·numerous items to the 0""" P~U1 ent 0 Llt:::::::?::: :· .
brary S~eci~1 Co.uectfons·whicbjo.c.lydes:·th:~ .Kent cky
Museum.~ thff"Kentucky Libr ry and'·gpnus ptslF; . Iklife

l ::) :
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rchive:s:: :"Jt"'mU'setlfff:g:gOEf'::::::'\N8s: :n=Eime=a:tn l ,:Hh6:t ·'b'f::::::::::::::::::'::::::::::::::::::
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'" acks n for his generous s pport, both per onall and
fi anc ally, of the Kentucky Building's progl ams.
he qreC3ting cards can b seen between the hours of
8: 0 a.ll. and 4:30 p.m. M ,nday through Friday and
Sat rdc y rom 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. on the second floor of
the ent I ky Building. In the m antime, staff members
will bl w rking to solve th Pri cess Shirinsky mystery.

On Campus

Universjty l ibraries

December 8, 1993

LIBRARY P B IC SERVICES

Sally Ann 'trkder spoke on
Utopia A r:hiett d? he Roles of
Wom~n i 1 5 ke~ oci:ty at the
LIBRARY SPECIAL
~USh~ ~ eay Jmver.slty's Women COLU-:CTIONS
m Religl)n S poslUm Nov. 9.
Nanc Baird spoke n Ei1tertaining the Troops: Women 1t.'1e U a
Camp Shows at the Sou he.n His
torical Association's 5 h a nual
meeting in Orland , Fla Nov. 1013. She also has been apI ointed to
the SHA's membership c rnrnittee.
On Nov. 16 she spoke on enid
Yandell: Kentucky Sculp or to the
Speed Museum & Friends of the
Wome's Center at the University
of Louisville.

Cynthia Etkin, Assistant Professo ~nd Government Services
Supervisor, has been appointed to
the Depository Library Council by
Acting Public Printer of the United
States Michael F. DiMario.
WKU has been the horne of a
depository library since 1934, one
of the oldest in the state, and
serves the government infonnational needs for the 2nd Congressional District.

UNIVE

ITY LIBRARIES

Bir thday C l e bration for
the mo n t hs of
October, Nov ember, & December

WHEN:

Tuesday , November 30

WHERE:

440 Main ( ew r e staurant on t he
square-downtown )
5:00 p.m.

TIME:

Known October Birthdays

Wilma Adcock
J eff Gabbard~
.
Sheila Hause
Ruby Manning
Paula Owens
~
"

.

Known November

irthdays

Eliz beth Cossey v'"
Conn ' e Foster

Blan 'he Parrent
Evel n Thurman
G ne Whicker

Benda Wood .,/
NOVEMBER BIRTHDAY GI RL ,

RE DA WOOD WITH DEBBY GABBARD

,
DEBBY AND NOV. BIRTHDAY GIRL ELIZABETH COSSEY (75th!)

ecembe r Birthday

Mi hael Brey
Ann Brown
Tarnrni Honeycutt
Sally Ann Strickler v'

S LLY ANN STRICKLER (DEC . BIRTHDAY)

nn ' e

,

Mary Groves

thought

't
1

was funny !!!!

OSSEY & FRANCES TURNIP

JEAN AND H. D. PORTER

ELI ZABETH

&

BOB OP P I 'r Z, TALKING WITH H. D. PORTER

I

1918 was a v er1 g od y ,e ar! .
Novembe

2~

is a very good day!
u a sk why?

Put the two together - N

r 27, 1918 - and you have

ELIZABETH C SSEY 'S birthday!

To help Elizabeth celebrate being on this earth for 3/4 of a Century,
we would like to get

75 birthday cards and join her for lunch:
WHEN:
WHERE:
TIME:

Friday, December 3
( rC;"5
Red Lobster
11:00 a.m.

MARY STAHL, HELEN SKEES & ELIZABETH COSSEY

J EA 1NI

BUTLER , DEANA GROVES & BRE

A WOOD

FRIEND HELEN !! !

BIN COUTTS , JANE BROOKS , MICHA L BREY , RAY COSSEY
AN DONNA PHILLIPS !!

ELDA WALKER & SALLY ANN STRICKLE R

DEBBY GABBARD & NELDA SIMS

BRIAN COUTTS , JANE BROOKS
MICHAEL BREY & RAY COSSEY
CONNIE MILLS & SARA SCOTT

12 / 10 / 93

A SURPRISE LUNCH FOR MICHAEL BREY AT THE PARAKEET RESTAURANT

LORDY, LORDY, LOOK WHO'S
(MICHAEL BREY)
FORTY (40)!!!!!

HAIL, HAIL ,

IF YOU NEED HELP, CALL FLORA TEMPLETON STUART!!!
(ba ckground)
THE GANG'S ALL HERE!!!

12-14-93

DEAN'S OFFICE PARTY

DEAN MICHAEL B .

BI DER

OUR STUDENT , CHAEREA DENNING

THE CONFERENCE ROOM BECOMES A PARTY ROOM

I

J£ .L-t.lrt.~

I.

J

/../

IUk;+</,

MERRY CHRISTMAS!!!
DE B & J~FF'S PICTURE ON A COFFEE MUG!!!

AND HERE WE ARE!!!

Chaere a , Dr. Binder, Jane Br ok , 0 bby Gabbard, Rasha,
Sara, Mary Groves and

Wil ~ a

d oc

(

ANOTHER PARTY AT THE LIBRARY!!
LIBRARY PUBLIC
'12/'15/ 93

12 / 16 / 93

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES ANNUAL CHRISTMAS PARTY

PONDEROSA RESTAURANT - SCOTTSVILLE ROAD

DR . MICHAEL BINDER WELCOMING EVERYONE

199 3 FACULT Y AWAR D GO ES TO

FACU TY AND STAFF AWARDS PRESENTED
\~~)

~~~

~~~~Q

1993 ANNUAL CHRISTMAS PARTY HOST WAS DLATS!!

PAULA OWENS , DEAN JONES , JEANNIE BUTLER & NADA DURHAM

"I: think
"Yea., me

DEAN &

lve
proJD,iSe we

been

gOO4?"

SUSIE LIKES & ELIZABETH OPPITZ

FRANCES TURNIPSEED, BEA GRISOM &
(Checkers at Helm Library)

)

BLANCHE PARRENT , JUANITA FARNSLEY

& TERESA TAYLOR
CINDY ETKIN , ELAINE MOORE & BRIAN COUTTS

IIWhat did you find crawling in your salad?1I

CONNIE MILLS, JUANITA FARNSLEY , TERESA TAYLOR & DORIS HARDCASTLE

"Okay, bring on the dancing reindeer."

)

LINDA DAVIS, TAMMIE HONEYCUTT, DORIS HARDCASTLE & TERESA TAYLOR

BROOKS (JANE) & DEBBY GABBARD /

BETTY YAMBRECK, PAT HODGES, MIKE BREY & WILMA ADCOCK

EARLY MORNING COF FEE GROUP - FINA'S OFFICE

12 / 17 / 91.

DONNA PHILLIPS SAYS "CHICLETS, THE ONLY CHEWING GUM IN THE WORLD"!!!

DAILY NEWS, B

G GREEN, KENTUCKY
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CiviTWarreliCs provide return
to the days of a bygone era
By EVANS DONNELL
The Daily News
Two artifacts at the Kentucky Museum
bring the long-ended Civil War to life
again for modern-day visitors.
A Confederate battle flag used by the
16th and 25th Louisiana Volunteers and a
butternut-colored jacket worn by a member
of Kentucky ' s famed Orphan Brigade are
part of the museum 's permanent collection
at Western Kentucky University.
"I think things like these items are important because they are reality and not
something out of the abstract," museum
Collection Curator Sandra Staebell said.
" It's like the difference between reading
the diary of someone who lived through
that time ... instead of reading a matter-offact history written 100 years later."
The flag has been part of the museum's
collection since 1955, when it was donated
by Mrs. Curry Hall of Auburn. Mrs. Hall
was the great-granddaughter of Col. Daniel
Gober, commander of the combined forces.
The 16th and 25th had been separate
regiments until they united after both suffered heavy' losses at the battle of Shiloh in
April 1862.
The flag - which now has a gray
background - has the ' ~ tar£ md. Dllrs"
emblem in its top left-hand comer. It also

lists some of the battles where the combined forces saw action - Shiloh, Perryville, Farmington, Murfreesboro and
Chickamauga - which indicates that it
was made after September 1863 when the
last of those battles was fought, according
to Ms. Staebell.
"It's highly unlikely that this would
have been used in any of those battles, "
she said. "They would have hardly stopped
to put the names on at that time. "
The flag was important because of military tactics used in the Civil War, Ms.
Staebell said. Standard military formation
during the war was a straight double or triple line of soldiers. Opposing troop lines
fired volleys at each other, sometimes at
ranges as close as 100 yards.
In the smoke, dust and general confusion
that often resulted, the colors would be the
only visible reference point for a unit.
•'They had these flags so that soldiers
would know where their unit was on the
battlefield," Ms. Staebell said.
The flag was a rallying point, but it was
also a prime target. It was not uncommon
for a flag to be shredded by bullets or for
several color bearers to die during battle,
according to Ms. Staebell.
buttellliJt j~fket- appare ntlv belonged
to A.W. Randolph of Logan County, a

"'Lt.t::.
Rft!JltN81'r9" •

fAJ:£SBO«9.

"".

!ilAHAUeA*'~

Staff Photo by Paul Bersebach
SANDRA STAEBELL, collection curator at the Kentucky Museum, adjusts a Confederate flag
used by the 16th and 25th Louisiana Volunteers. The flag was made in 1864 and has been part
of the museum's collection since 1955.
member of Company B, 6th Kentucky Infantry, 1st Kentucky Brigade. The brigade
- which was involved in many major
campaigns in the war before surrendering
to Union forces May 3, 1865, in
Washington, Ga. - was known as the Orphan Brigade chiefly because it had no
higher state command.
The jacket is quite rare, according to Ms.
Staebell. "It's one of only six known
jackets from a supply depot in C.cl.lUIlbus
Ga.," r.he said.

Two of the jackets are in the Kentucky
Historical Society's collection in Frankfort,
a third is in the collection of the Oklahoma
Historical Society, a fourth is in u1e
Mississippi Museum of History' ::I'ld the
remaining one is in a private collection.
The jacket - which was a6ifi.l:I'~ ,,~
Mrs. F. Masters of Russellville - is probably butternut-colored b ecause gray d
- the standard color of the Confederate
Army umIornr-- were scarce in the South
fter the Union imposed a blockade on the
Southern coasts, according to Ms. StaeLell.
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CLEAN-UP CREW GET A LUNC H BREAK!!!

·.
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Herald

February 3, 1994

• Your view/letter to the editor
Help appreciated during
library'S trouble
During the recent water damage to
the Helm building, many people were
on hand to help with the clean-up and
assess the damage. It was difficult for
anyone to get out in the bad weather

that Bowling Green was having, but the
quick response of the Facilities Management personnel, library personnel
and students was gratifying. Everyone
pulled together to get the library
reopened as quickly as possible.
The Facilities Management workers
were extremely helpful and should be
commended on their cooperation with

the library staff. We could not have
managed without their prompt attention to the physical damage to the
building.

Donna Phillips

Library Facilities Specialist

Herald

January 27, 1994

Helm Library was the Western G ~laslum
~
.

The floor warped and had to be replaced!!!

The old gym floor under the carpet

Mold on the carpet
Workmen on the second floor going into Periodical

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES

January and February Birthdays

NO PICTURES !
WHERE:

~

Garfield's

WHEN:

Monday, January 31, 1994

TIME :-.-

5:00p.m.

Known January Birthdays
Brian Coutts
~ill Groves
Joe Houk
Sara Scott

Known February Birthdays
Nada Durham "
Kathlyn Hand
Jo Ann Mitchell
Donna Phillips
11. D. Porter
Mary Stahl

Februaty 2, 1994

On Campus

Cindy Etkin, Library'Public
Services authored State Publications

of Kentucky/Options for Collection

Development: Update 2 printed by
the Kentucky Department for
Library and Archives 1993, and
with Connie Foster, Elaine Moore,
Sandy Staebell and Peggy Wright,

The Net Result: Enthusiasm for
Exploring the Internet in Information
Technology and Libraries, 12 (4) 433- 436, Dec. '93.

University
Libraries
KENTUCKY
LIBRARY
The Historic Confederation of Kentucky has
given its annual Award of Distinction to Jonathan Jeffrey, Special
Collections Librarian at the Kentucky Library Nov. 13 in
Bardstown. The award is given to
an individual who has made
significant contributions to state
and local history based on continuing research and preservation.
LIBRARY PUBLIC SERVICES
Cindy Etkin recently has had
four appointments: to the Depository Library Council's Depository
.Operations Committee to work
with ALA/Godort's Operations
Committee and to the Kentucky
Library Association's Public
Awareness Committee, as chair of
the membership committee of the
Academic Library Section of the
KLA and the Constitution and
Bylaws Committee.

Therese D. Baker, Library Public
Services, has a review of Iewelry
by Chanel by Patrick Mauries,
Bulfinch Press: Little Brown, 1993,
in the Oct. 15, 1993 issue of The
Library Journal.
Baker has a review of Textiles,
5,000 Years: An International
History and lllustrated Survey, ed.
by Jennifer Harris, Abrams, 1993,
in the Oct. 1, 1993 issue of The
Library Journal.

On Campus

Februazy 16, 1994

Peggy Wright, Library Public
Services has a book, Belize.
World Bibliographic Series Vol.
21 published by Oxford England:
CLIO Press, Ltd. 1993.
Wright, Cindy Etkin, Constance
Foster, Elaine Moore and Sandy
Staebell had The NET Result:

Enthusiasm for Exploring the
Internet published in the Dec.
1993 issue of Information, Technology and Libraries, Vol. 12, No.4.

Dont miss 'Hand Me
Down' Exhibit!
l be Kentucky Museum continues 1993's celebration of the
creative work of the hand with
"Hand Me Down: A Photographic
Celebration of Traditional Craft,"
a Morehead State University Folk
Art Center exhibition, which
opened Jan. 16 in the museum' s
Harry L Jackson Ga llery,
The photographs by John Flavell
feature seven Kentucky folk
artists: Emma Everman, a tatter;
Homer Ledford, a musical instrument maker; Leroy Lewis, a
chainnaker; J. P. and Annadeene
Fraley and LIbby Snowden, all
musicians; and Charlie Messer,
who, before his death in 1992,
mad,: ox.- yokes and tool handles.

In the introductory panel, the
exhibit' 5 researcher Susan
Scheiberg writes, "Having been
inspired by, or learned directly
from their family, friends, and
,
'k
neighbors, eac~ pe.rson s wor
invokes the skills, JUdgments, and
artistry of those who came before
them."
.
"Yet," she continues, "each piece
of lace each dulcimer, ox-box,
music~l interlude and chair says
something unique about t~e .
person who created it....ThlS IS the
hallmark of traditional craft: there
exists a harmony between the
invocation of the past and the
celebration of the present of the
self; between tradition and creativity."
"Hand Me Down" will be
exhibited through March 16.

,

r

ew things are'made by h,md in today's
, , post-industrial age. The Kentucky
' Museum's Exhibit "Hand Me Down"
examines seven traditi,onal folk artists and
their efforts to preserve the handmade. In
__ this unique exhibit,
~ meet chair . makers,
dtildmer makers, song writers and others
,
.,-;.. .
:'!hrough the camera's lens. '
/

F

~

The Kentucky Museum

Hand Me Down: A Photographic
Celebration of Traditional Crafts
]anuaryl6 - March 12

The best-kept seCTet In Kentucky-

exhibit by the Folk Art Center
at Morehead State University

DIscover It for yourself!

..

.iii WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY ®
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Harmless asbestos tiles under carpet
February 8, 1994.
Herald

HERALD STAFF

REPORT

"Danger: Asbestos."
Signs placed in front · of
Helm Library, Room 100 may
worry some students, but
Facilities
Management
Administrator Kemble Johnson
said the asbestos fo und in the
library is "no danger to any-

body."
While pulling up carpet that
was damaged ·by the Jan. 16
flood, workers found loose
asbestos tiles on the floor. Even
though they are asbestos, tiles
are not dangerous because they
are covered with vinyl, Johnson
said. The vinyl binds the
asbestos to the tile, he said.

"It cannot get up and fly
away in the air," he said.
Posting warning signs that
"make it look worse than it
really is" is a precautionary
measure, Johnson said.
The tile will be replaced
soon, he said.

.--....

JOIN US FOR A CELEBRATION AND "SO LONG" LUNCH

,,"' -IIA It£. rc !
SeE:

:Jilt I

FOR TAMMIE HONEYCUTT

Where:

The Olive Garden

~hen:

Friday, February 1 8

Time:

11·30
a • m.
.

/9'Q"-l

Tammi e Honeycutt's going away (for another job) lunch!!
Jan e Brooks, smiling Tammi e , Br e nda Dickson, Sall y Ann Strickl e r & Wilma

Linda Morrissett, Linda Allan & Ellen Micheletti

Sheila Hause, Lucy Daniels & Dr. Binder

Western Kentucky University Libraries
invites you to attend the
Salute to WKU Women's Basketball
featuring the 1994 Lady Toppers
February 20, 1994
4-7 p.m.
The Kentucky Museum

"Women's Basketball at Western"
Exhibit Opening
"Net Effect: The Early Years"
Slide Program - Nancy Baird
Reception Sponsored by
Olive Garden Italian Restaurant
Shuttle between Diddle Arena and
Kentucky Building available

Visit by
Big Red

Drawing for
Door Prizes

DAILY NEWS, BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY
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Popular 'Colonel' isa puzzle

.#

ItJ
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Staff Photo by Joe
'COLONEL' CARDS. Donna Parker, exhibits curator for The
Kentucky Museum, uses a pair of white gloves to flip through a "Little
Colonel" card game that dates to 1914. The cards, which Ms. Parker
sorted through on Monday at the museum, will be included in an exhibit
on the influence of "The Little Colonel" series of children's books on
its readers. Museum workers also are seeking other "Little Colonel"
artifacts for use in the exhibit.
'

Search for 'Little
Colonel' artifacts
has museum's
workers stumped
By ANGELA BAUER
The Daily News
An upcoming exhibit has workers
at The Kentucky Muse~m puzzled,
so they are turning to Southcentral
Kentuckians in hopes of putting the
puzzle pieces togeth r to complete a
well-rounded display.
The exhibit, "The Little Colonel:
Memory, Imagination and Kentucky ," will open ay I, focusing
on the influence f Annie Fellows
Johnston's 12-novel "Little Colonel" series on its readers.
"We think it h a big impact on
children," said onna Parker, exhibits curator at t e museum. "The
stories are just series of lessons
with high moral They idealized the
South and also stressed that the
preferable goal of a girl was marriage. The Little Colonel was encouraged to marriage and
motherhood.' ,
The books, wh ich originally were
published between 1895 and 1912,
focused on the lives of Lloyd Sherman and her friends. The series proved so popular that Shirley Temple
starred in a 1935 adaptation for the
silver screen.
But the popularity of the books and the movie - only make the
museum's puzzle more puzzling,
Ms. Parker said.
"We're looking for artifacts
assoc iated with 'The Little Colonel,' " she said. "In 1935, Little
Colonel Inc., granted licenses to 25
companies to manufacture clothing,
toys, toothbrushes, pocket books,
jewelry" and other items.
A Madame Alexander doll and a
doll by the licensed Shirley Temple
doll maker also were made, a New
York hotel had a Little Colonel
fashion show and Macy's department store in New York advertised a
"Little Colonel" shop, presumably
a separate section of the store
featuring nothing but "Little Colonel" merchandise, Ms. Parker said.
But a year of cross-country searching - letters were sent to doll
collectors, museums, literary clubs
and even Shirley Temple Black,
who has not replied - has failed to
turn up any such items for the
museum's exhibit.
"We don ' t know if (everything
licensed) was actually manufactured," she said. "We have found a
doll, but it's not in good enough

shape to ship here. The Strong
Museum in Rochester, N.Y., has
two books of Little Colonel paper
dolls, a piece of sheet music and a
card game. We have a request to
borrow (the items) but we're not
sure it will be granted."
Because the author based her
books on situations and people she
encountered while living .n Pewee
Valley, outside of Louisville, Ms.
Parker and exhibit curator Sue Lynn
McGuire, a former Kentucky
Museum librarian wh:> now lives in
Tennessee, are hoping Kentuckians
may be able to produce some of the
collector's items.
"We accept loan. of items for
display," Ms. I arker said.
"Everything we have now are
donations, but we uspect a lot of
people don't want to give their items
up."
Though such arti"acts would add
more depth to th exhibit, the
display is not in d ng r of closing
before it opens, Ms. ar <er said.
"We have quite tit of materiaI," she said. "W ~ ave the full
series of 12 books,' a ' 'Little Colonel" card game md letters that
have been borrowe( from the University of Kentucky and the University ofLouisviIIe.
Anyone having' Little Colonel"
items they would 1 ke to donate or
loan to the museum for the exhibit
should contact Ms. I larker by April
1. The exhibit will be displayed
through April 1995.

WKU Llbranes Update

Dr. Hildreth Remembered
Friends and family of the late Dr. H.
Rommel Hildreth paid tribute to his memory
r~cen~ly through their gifts to the University
Libraries. Dr. Hildreth practiced ophthalmology in!
St. Louis, Missouri for 50 years.
Susie Likes, daughter of Dr. Hildreth, is a
member of the Interlibrary Loan staff in Margie
Helm Library. A grandson, Terry Likes, is
currently an instructor in the Communication and
Broadcasting Department at WKU.
Through the generosity and thoughtfu lness
of the Likes family and others, over $1 ,000 has
been do.nated to University Libraries. The gift will
be applied to the purchase of materials in the
reference area.
- MB

February 17, 1994
Wedding Shower for Ralph & Monserrat Gola
9:30 a.m. Helm 5

Helm 5

Fe b ruary 17, 1994

Before the people arrive

Wedding Cake

Tammie Honeycutt ,

Monserrat, Ralph & Dr. Binder

Cutting the Wedding Cake!!!

Presenting, Monserrat & Ralph Gola

DAilY NEWS, BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY
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IRONING OUT THE DETAILS. Bill Holt of
Bowling Green joins about 20 other volunteers at The
Kentucky Museum to iron about 1,200 blueprints 'and
drawings by noted architect James Maurice Ingram.
Ingram designed many of Warren County's schQ9ls,

apartments and homes between 1928 and 1960. The
sketches' and blueprints were being ironed to
straighten the once-folded documents for a display at
The Kentucky Museum.
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Assocl8leel Pr... I...rphoto

Riley Handy, head of special collections at Western Kentucky University, shows off a space at Kentucky Museum in Bowling Green where a new exhibit, "Growing Up Victorian: A Kentucky Childhood," has been created, The exhibit, with items from the Civil War to the 1920s, shows everything
from a child 's room to a living room a'nd parlor prepared for a funeral.

ASSf

IATED PR .ss

A Russellville kindergarten class recently t red t e Kentucky .Museum at Western Ker tuc <y
University. Its primary purpose Is to collect nd pr serve Items relating to Kentucky's list )ry..

tory of st te' p st unfolds
in exhibits at Ke tucky MuseuITl
By MIKE EMBRY
Associated Press
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Josephine Calvert kept a diary to
bring her father up to date about
w at happened to her and Bowling Green when business took
him to Texas for three years.
"I never had so much fun in the
snow," she wrote in one entry.
"The streets are so smooth that
we could hardly walk."
Though it could have been a
description of Kentucky's recent
winter storms, she was writing
about the winter of 1878.
From those observations about
late 19th century life, the Kentucky Museum at Western Kentucky University has created an
exhibit: "Growing Up Victorian:
A Kentucky Childhood."
The exhibit, with items from
the Civil War to the 1920s, shows
everything from a child's room to
a living room and a parlor prepared for a funeral. Photographs
also are used to depict the lives
and times from that era.
The Kentucky Museum shares
80,000 square feet of space with
the Kentucky Library and Manuscripts and Folklife Archives. Its
primary purpose is to collect and
preserve items relating to Kentucky's history.
"We start with early East Coast
publications and build on them to
where we tell Kentucky's story,"
said Riley Handy, head of special

collections at Western. "There is
some
nne ion to Kentucky
with evE-ythiI g in the museum."
One e. hibit, "Main treet: Mirror of C ange " shows through
enlarged photo raphs how downtown B wling Green changed
through he fir t half of the 20th
century.
There is politician-orator William Jen . gs ryan speaking at
a park' 1911 i one photograph.
Others s l OW the evolution of corner buil . gs th ough the years
while ot lers sho 1/ parades and
city life.
At th end of the exhibit is a
fully
'estored
red-and-black
Chevrol -t universal sedan from
1930.
Another popular exhibit is
C riosity Hall, w ich contains
items such as the last legal hangman's noose in Warren County
a d a cannonball fired into the
ci by Union forces during the
Civil War.
A favorite of schoolchildren is
the Felts Log House, on a hillside
a few hundred feet from the museum. It was built in Logan County in the early 1800s, occupied for
seven generations, and moved to
the campus in 1979.
It is furnished with reproductions "so kids can sit on the furniture and have a hands-on experience," Handy said.
Henry Har ' Cherry, Western's first pre ident, came up with
the plan to b ild a museum in the
1920s.

"Kentuckians dr n't :lOW tl eir
state," he said at he ti :leo "T ey
need a laborat ry in whic to
learn more of th3ir OWl histo y ."
Construction f thf' b' .ilding began in 1931, end : t l pened in
1939, two yean aftf .. h death.
"He's the on ! wh ) g ~ it on the
map," said Ha .ldy. 'He wanted a
place that WOl Id re lect the history and life of Kentl cky "
The museum attn cts 1 lore it an
35,000 visitors a yl ar, .nclud g
12,000 schoolchil( ren, Ha Idy
said.
Besides the exhib ts, he facility's vast collections co ltai the
works of authors ~ob !rt Penn
Warren and Janice H:>lt ] i1e ' , the
papers of the late U S. ~ep . Tim
Lee Carter, histories )f r1ammoth
Cave and the South In on ~ ha k
ers, manuscripts fror I the :far of
1812 to Desert Storn , and xtensive genealogical rec )rds.
"If a historian is gJing t write
about Kentucky and he Ohio Valley, he needs to u 3 the Filson
Club (in Louisville) the special
collections library at the University of Kentucky and he Kentucky
Museum," Handy aid. "You're
not doing background work if you
don't check those pi ces."

•

The Kentucky Mu eum is open
Tuesday through Saturday from
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m , and Sunday
from 1 to 4 p.m. A mis ion is $2
for adults, $1 for children and $5
for families.

cAlI
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APRil 19

March 30, 1994

Western Authors Reception, 23:30 p.m., Kentucky Museum's
Galleries K & L. Faculty Libra~
Award presented at 2:30.

On Campus

About the
Authors Reception
On April 19th, University Libraries will host the Seventh
Annual Western Authors Reception. This year's reception, which
honors WKU faculty and staff
who have published h?oks and
articles during 1993, will be held
from 2 to 3:30 p.m. in The Kentucky Museum's Galleries K & ~.
The Faculty Library Award WIll
be presented also during a brief
program at 2:30.
To make sure all authors are
included forms were mailed to
faculty a~d staff n which to list
their 1993 publica ·ons. The
completed forms ere to be sent
to Connie Mills at t 'l.e Kentucky
Library by March 2 . .
Authors are now mg contacted, and arrangen nts made to
pick up the pu licath~ns for
exhibit at the r 2Ceptio \. All
materials will be retuned.
Cntact Earlene Chelf,5 63.

Cindy Elkin, library Public Services,
reviews in t e Government
Publication Review, 20 (6) 622:

Kentucky's Most Notable Documents
,State of Kentucky's Environment: A
Report of Progress and Problems and
Kentucky's Workforce: Preparing for
the 21st Century.

March 30, 1994

University Libraries
LIBRARY PUBLIC SERVICES

(

Cindy Etkin has been appointed
to the U.S. Depository Library
Council's Task Force on the Future
of Regional Depository Libraries.
she has also been appointed as
Legislative Liason for Kentucky
for the Association of College and
Research Libraries Government
Relations Committee.
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By Niko1e Williamson, Public Reliltions
Intern, Office of University Libraries' Special
Events Coordinator

March 30, 1994
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''Lincoln and His Contemporaries: Photos by Mathew Brady From
the Frederick Hill Meserve Collection."
Harry L. Jackson allery, Kentucky Museum. Circulated by the
Smithsonian Institution Traveling
Exhibition Service. (Closes May
22,1994)

Mathew Brady is well-known
for his photographs of Civil War
battlefield scenes, but he earned
his living capturing tJle faces of
people who were making history
in the 18oos. He once said, '1
regarded myself as under obligation to y country to preserve the
faces of its his oric men and
mothers./I
The K ntucky Museum is proud
to host a new mithsonian Institution traveling exhibition featuring
60 sma -form t prints produced
from Br dy n gatives in the
Nation Port ait Gallery's
Meserv ColI tion. "LINCOLN
AND HIS C NTEMPORARIES:
Photographs y Mathew Brady
From e Fre erick Hill Meserve ,
Collection" will be displayed
April 9 - Ma 22 before moving
on.
Mat ew Br dy began his photograp y car er in 1844 by opening a da e eotype studio in
New Yo ka dsoonbecame
popular among contemporaries
for phot graphing the prominent
and fam us. This proved to be not
only beneficial to prominent
clientele ho were often seeking
to improv their public profile, but
also help Brady market this new
industry to the general public.
Although rady didn't actually
operate the cameras, he is given
credit for managing the business
and masterminding the subterfuge
often used in his photography to
enhance his subject's appearance,
such as stuffing gaunt cheeks with
cotton, pasting back big ears, and
adjusting camera angles to soften
a distorted face.
Most pnotographs in the exhibition are in carte-de-visite format,
because they are about the size of
a calling card of the time. In
addition to five portraits of Lincoln, images of Jefferson Davis,
president of the Confederate
States of America, author
Nathaniel Hawthorne, Edward,
Prince of Wales, ringmaster P.T;
Barnum, and Charles Sherwood
Stratton, also mown as "General
Tom Thu -r.," will be displayed.

(

Lincoln and His Contemporaries

The Wedding of Thom Thumb 6' Mrs. Stratton' by Mathew Brady is one of the photographs on
disp1Jzy in the Smithsonian traveling exhibit currently at the Kentucky Museum ..
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offers glimpse of state's past
Ke tucky Building. The s cond
tell the history of Ken tuck .
floor houses t he Kent uck
I n the 1920s, afte r facu lty
During the 1930s, students
members collected artifat 's that Library and manuscripts nd
ct ered on the Hilltopper basfolklore archives.
documented Kent cky's histor ,
ke ball t eam at the University
Because the mus urn a d
Western 's founder Henry
He lith Center's 7,000 seat gymlibrary share the sane buil ing,
Hardin C erry, d ided J enna. ·um. Today, that center is
the museum is able to featur e
tucky nee ed a
thE' Helm- ravens library.
written documents as well a:
place
.=-_~
.nd fo tball players in the
material objects, said Earlen
where peo~ Onr Af,rli
pa hustl d across the same
Chelf, special eve ts co rdin pie could
fie d whe e the fine arts center
for university librar es.
see the
xhl' It UJill torChelf
is ow loc ted.
said the KentuLky H sartifacts .
These are just two changes
tori cal Society and the ilso
Davis
-eatu 'e phost dents may notice while lookClub in Louisville have imil r
began conin ' at the Brinton B. Davis
collections.
struction of
tos
b
AmeriaJ .hitectural exhibit at the Ken- the Ken"When people see th arti·
t ky Museum.
facts and docume ts the gai a
tucky
ca's
rst
phoThe exhibit features snapgreater understandi ng a d
Building in
shots, watercolor paintings and
appreciation for Ken1931, which
t i ournalist. greater
architectural diagrams of the
tucky's history," she sai .
opened
campus as it was 70 years ago,
One exhibit, "Growin Up
eight years
when Davis designed many of
Victorian: A Ken tu~ ky hildlater on
the buildings .
hood," features picture, page
Nov. 16, Ch rry' birthday.
The Davis exhibit is just one
from a child's diary, toys, and
The mu eum is located on
ofthe 12 that are designed to
clothes that tell about ife durthe first a d thi d floor of the
reserve and display items that
ing that era.
The exhibit also includes a
child's bedroom suite, a living
room and fun ral parlor.
Pa e3
"The written documents g e
me a feeling of what was goir g
on in the past," said M yfiel
-seni or Nancy Green.
While Green said s le lik d
reading the documen s, Mo k
Farm freshma n Hen y Pile sai
he enjoyed th exh' b it "M in
Street: Mirror ofC ange."
CO l TlNUED FROM FRONT PAGE
On April 9, the mus eum will
show a pho t ogra p hi exhibit
The exhibit fe tures
witl Model T's on both sides.
called "Lin col n and His
enlarged picture that show h w
>helf said the main purpose Contemporaries," by Matthew
downtown Bowling Green
of t he museum is to focus on Brady, America's first photojourchanged throughout the first
Ke tucky, but many of the mate- nalist.
halfofthe 20th century.
rial s, such as genealogical
The mus eum s t aff Iso puts
One picture shows a local
rec rds, tell the history of sur- together temporary e xhibits,
man standing on a dirt road outrounding states.
Chelf said.
side his carriage and buggy
Most of the items in the museShe said for two yea r s , the
shop. Another shows Main
um wer donated by people who staff has bee n researching,
Street
lined
ha ve
connection with cleaning and mounting artifacts ,
Kentucky, Chelf said.
and writing labels for an exhibit
SEE MUSEUM , PAGE 3
In 19 4, a Western graduate called "Hard Times and High
do ated 500 political items such Hopes: Fashion of the '30s," that
as camp ign buttons, posters and will open June 14.
pamphlets, which are displayed
Chelf said the staff chooses
in the ex ibit "Curiosity Hall."
exhibits they think will interest
Besid ~ s the political artifacts,
the public.
objects l' ke a World War II miliStudents like Pile and Green
tary drum and a Civil War can- said they were interested in seenonball a re displayed behind the ing items that helped th e m
glass cas s.
understand their history.
Chelf said in addition to the
"Attending the museum helps
permanent exhibits, the museum people keep in touch with where
also feature s traveling exhibits they came from ," Pile said.
to add di versity to its coHec ions.
Bv

ANN

MADISON

Photog aph
exhibit·coming on
MUSEUM:

AprilS, 1994
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Kick Op your

Heels at the

MARCH Birthdays party

WHEN:

Wednesday, March 30

/ '11-+
WHERE:

TIME:

Mariah's
5:00 p.m.
KNOWN MARCH BIRTHDAYS
Linda

~llan

Michael Binder
Earlene Chelf
Becky Leavy
Marv Leavy

virginia Neel
Elizabeth Oppitz
David Runner
Ewell Scott
Nelda Jane Sims

f

INCr-~

DEBBY GABBARD &

:"1
.I •

. 1,

Michael Binder

MIKE BREY & DR . BINDER

WILMA ADCOCK ' S BACK

)

Special Thanks to:

CREENWOOD
FORD
LINCOLN • MERCURY • BMW
for Funding the Western
Author. F ception

)

Dr. Albert Petersen, Professor
of Geography and Geology, Ogden
College.

-------
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Dr. Albert Petersen

Dr. Albert Petersen, Professor of
Geography and Geology, has been
chosen by University Libraries to
receive its 1993 Faculty Library
Award.
Petersen was selected because he
has "demonstrated a long-term
involvement with and commitment to the use and development
of WKU Libraries," said a letter of
nomination on his behalf.
The award was presented last
Tuesday at the seventh annual
Western Authors Reception held
at the Kentucky Museum in honor
of WKU faculty who have published in the past year.
Petersen, who has been a member of Western's faculty since
1970, complimented the WKU
libraries staff. "Compared to other
university libraries I have been to,
I think we have the very best
library and the most helpful," he
said.
Petersen was nominated, say

library officia , because he integrates library sage into his class
instruction by ' ssigning research
papers requirir g the compilation
of information nd using resourc 's
in several of tn WKU Libraries."
Petersen incOlipo ates the Libra ies' research' tru tion sessions
into his class s) Uabi to acquaint 11 s
students with t \e variety of information sources av ilable at the
Libraries and t w to utilize them
And each se lester his students
have research Llst ction sessions
and subseque : as ignments
involving the ,o~ rnment Services, Referen . ? ar d Periodicals
areas of the H 1m Library as well
as the KentucYy Li rary and the
Science Libra .
Nominators Iso aid Peterse 's
"enthusiasm and personal use f
the library for his resea c purs .ts
also serve as a role model, and t e
encourages learning b tea _hing
his students the value f library

res urces in contributing to an
ed cated and involved citizenry."
F tersen has worked to enhanCE'
the Libraries' collection developm t efforts by serving as his
de artment's library representati e
fo well over a decade.
He has spearheaded the effort h
ac ~uire for the Libraries the
Ge Ref CD-ROM database by
su cessfully acquiring additional
de artmental book funds for its
purchase. Library officials say as (
res It of Petersen's efforts, WKU
wa one of the first libraries in the
COl ntry to make this comprehensiv: earth sciences database availabl to library patrons.
A d Petersen has also worked
coo eratively with other departme ts in sharing the funding for
qcquiring interdisciplinary resou ces. Most recently, his
dep rtment's contributions helped
fund the purchase of the 24-volume Tenth Census Reprint.

annual Western Authors Reception at The Kentu ky
Building. Dr. Carr had four works of her own on
display.
f

By LA . 'A
FTUS
Th Daily Nev .
estern Ke' tucky University
pr fessorJ who had writings
pu lishe in 993 were honored
Tu sda during the seventh annu; 1 W( <,tern Auth rs Reception
at Th( K ntucky Building,
wll :re I .1ber Petersen, a geograJ hy professor, also was
r his service to
reo gni.z.ed
WI ste ) 'S li aries.
mputer science
Professor Uta
ort Tenn Memory:
Improve Network
Pe fof' a 1ce ," to Modern
La IgUr ge a
Intercultural
Stl .die:
)ro~ sor
Lynwood
M, mte' 's bo k, " Kentucky
Gl osts " 7 culty and staff
mbmlx- rs' pub ished items both P lpt; 's an books - were
on dis la}
Our ng the r ception, Robert
Hayne ;, ,ice p esident for academic af :airs sa d the university
is fol1 In' e at the •'faculty realizes thot L achlng and research
go he Id in han " and that they
" real' e t r close and clear
rela l lOnst Ip between the
disse ninat;on of knowledge and
the c 'eatif n of kl owledge."
H .sto! y Pro~ ssor Richard
Sali 'bu y, who published a piece
on Ecuadorian Carlos Tobar in

~

W estern
h~nors
written
efforts
the book, "Statesmen Who
Changed the World," enjoye
thumbing through other staff
member ' works.
"It allows us . to see what
other faculty members in other
~.epartments are doing," he said.
I already know what the history department is writing. "
In the geography department,
Petersen has been busy with
~esearch, writing and other proJects, many of which benefit
Western's libraries, since he
came to Western in 1970.
The campus libraries have
been one of Peter en 's pet pro~--

jects. His contributions to the
system won him the 1993
Facul Library Award.
"Dr. Petersen has been involved with the library since he
came to the university in 1970 "
said. Earlene Chelf, libr~
special collections coordinator
:?r The Kentucky Museum.
Not only does he use them a
lot for his own research but he
takes his own classes. They reallv know how to se them. "
Peter~en likes to actively involve hiS student in the library
system, sometimes " much to
their disma ," because he wants
them to a cess research tools effectively, he said.
•'Com ared to other university libraries I've been to, I think
we have the very best library
and the most helpful," he said.
"We may not have the most
volumes, but we have the most
helpful staff. "
Petersen has been the geography department's library representative for more than 10 years
and has played an instrumental
part in acquiring library
resources such as the GeoRef
CD-ROM data base and the 24volume Tenth Census Reprint.

Artist incognito: -The secretNfe~of=roaa~Buren
Ten to 12 large pieces are
Shh! Todd Duren's work is a
slated to hang in the show
secret.
Although many people are aware Duren's sharing with Louisville
Painter Kerry Malloy.
of his graphic design work at the
Calling Duren's work unusual isKentucky MuseuJ;11, few people
an understatement. His small
realize he also is an exhibiting fine
studio is filled with plaster, ceartist.
. ramic and concrete statues, as
Duren is an artist in ~og [lito :
· ~ htly-stained
hanging nl\J::,~um exhibits and
plywood panels, shelves and
designing brochures by day,
pedestals for"I llS Installations.
constructing his unu::,ua;,.p.
In one of his works-in-progress,
tive sculptures by night and on
two small bulldogs are paii'1
weekends.
with silver and black specks, and
Duren says juggling two careers
they perch on shelves beneath a
is a challenge. "My freelance
bright yellow plywood panel. The
graphic deSign work helps finance
dogs wear metal tags engraved
my studio projects, and my studio
with "fear" and "doubt."
work keeps my creative muscles
''That's my therapy piece,"
toned for design," says the artist.
Duren said with a hearty laugh.
His exhibit at Zephyr Gallery in
"It's about how we all carry these
Louisville could raise his visibility a
voices of doubt that keep us
bit. Although he has shown his
chained up. The panel will have
work at the Capitol in Bowling
the image of hands in handcuffs,"
nd at WKU's Ivan Wilson
Center Gallery, this is the first large he added.
Much of Duren's work requires
Show Duren's had in two years,
a
second
look to fully understand,
and it features many new works.
although the artist says that
The exhibit will run May 9
through June 24 at the Zephyr, 812 "getting it" isn't really a necessity.
(Whew! What a refreshing comMain St., in Louisville, and Gallery
ment,
especially for the novice
hours are Monday through Friday,
viewer). Duren says viewers will
10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and Saturbring their own eyes and experidays, 10 a.m. until 3 p.m.

On Campus

ence to the work.
Duren has taught art appreciation, which gives him a different
perspective on his work.
"I think avant-garde artists owe it
to themselves not to preach to the
choir with their work," he says. "I
like to think my work is challenging, but fairly accessible.
avoid exclusive visual language
by giving an unsophisticated

viewer an entry point with words,
colors and recognizable pictures.
but the combination of these elements is a bit of a puzzle that
requires some stretching."
'n Campus may
recall Duren's reviews of area art
exhibits appear here from time to
time.
If you're in Louisville, stop in the
Zephyr and have a look. It should
promise to be a real treat.
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Achi, ~ve me t & Educat io

UOD

ts Joel C~ Brown, left
Serrices Supervisor - Linda
orrissett

Not P. ctur d - Oakland Elementary
S nool Jim Ross

Public
e Art of

York: Charles
Scribner's
sons, 1994.
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Sanborn maps now at Western
library s ow some of BG history
WEDNES AY, MAY 4, 1994

By ANDY DENNIS
The Daily News
A piece of history ha been SIttIng
behind a fire department file ·abinet.
About a month ago. wo owling Green
firefighters found thre bo ks gathering
dust that they decided s ould preserved.
The books were Sar: om Map Co. fire
insurance maps, which wer used in the
late 19th and early to id-2 'th century to
detail buildings in citie ' nafonwide. anborn sold the maps to in ura e companies,
which used them to d te ne insur nce
rates.
Deputy Fire Chief Ri har Roberso and
Chief Vindell Webster deci ed that ree
early 20th century map of B wling reen
had been at the station t 10l~.
"They had been here for ~ veral y ars,"
Roberson said. "I felt like ley we e just
lying around. They were S Jck bel ind a
filing cabinet."
Now the maps, along with several
others, are available for lewing at The
Kentucky Library at We" .em Kentucky'
JONATHAN JEFFREY. special collections
librarian at The Kentucky Library at Western
Kentucky University. shows some of the Sanborn maps now displayed at the facility.

MAPS
history.
"Most of them are interested in
historical information abou t
houses," Jeffries said. "They may
be making changes and don 't want
to mess the houses up. "
Churches have used the maps to
detail histories of their buildings.
Buildings detailed on the maps
are color-coded depending on what
materials from which they were
made - pink is masonry, blue is
stone and yellow is lumber. The
codes helped insurance companies
set rates.
The 1914 map shows an ope
sewer behind the shooting allery 0 :1
East Main Avenue that woun
around to Kentucky Street, where t
was covered.
The maps donated by e fire
department were from 190 , 19 5
and 1932, including the one th t

details the city into the 1940s with
pasted-on changes made by the fire
department.
"I can't tell you how valuable
these are to local historians," Jeffries said.
The library also has microfilm
maps of every Sanborn map of
many Kentucky cities through 1950.
It also has original editions of
Bowling Green from 1909, 1914,
1925 and 1932. There are copies of
1886 and 1891 Bowling Green Sanborn maps.
The library has ordered a second
series on microfilm that will cover
69 Kentucky cities from nchorage
to Winchester. That microfil will
show map history of those cities
from 1946 through 1992. The
library also has a bound volume
with maps of Glasgow, Hend rson,
Hickman and Maysville.

Unive si .
Th m ps show details on buildings that
no 10 1ge exist and include information
about wI at types of businesses were in
those u dings. For instance, there were
two ho ting galleries on East · Main
Aven i 1914.
"I' [} HIre they helped keep crime rates
down, 'Roberson said.
The e als was a bowling alley at 236 E.
Main ve.
"Th : gre. t thing about the ones the fire
departl 'ent 'av us is that changes were
pasted n. T. ey were from the 1930s, but
detailec the 940s, too," said Jonathan Jeffries, s cial co. ections librarian at The
Kentucky Li 'ary
Few peopl ar ' aware of the value of
such maps, J ffri s said. But he said that
about one pa' ron tach month will use the
maps. Many 1 vant t ) track down where relatives lived or investigate architectural

Western t
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et
ByST
REAGAN
The Da.ily News
We tern Kentucky University will eliminate 19 positions, hase ou its
scienc library and shut down one of seven original campus uilding to
help b lance a 1994-95 budget of $113.47 milIion.
The udget counts on an uncertain 2-percent increase in tate fun ing
an I a ertain increase in student fees and tuition, West
Presi ent
Th )mas C. Meredith told the university's Board of Regents.
'I do 't want someone to think this was just fat that we needed to get
rid f anyway," Meredith said.
• he board voted 8-1 in favor of the measures, which ere presented
Tu ' day at the regents' regular meeting .
• cUlty Regent Dr. Raymond M. Mendel was the lone issenter.
" think we need to take a little bit more time" to di uss bu get cuts
and enova 'ons, he said before the vote.
1 e nearly $1.55 million in cuts will enable Weste to b lance its
bud et with anticipated revenue increases, acc rding tabu get summ . reviewed by regents.
,M redith and bOard Chairman Burns Mercer Ii tened tone-I: ced, with
han fold and thumbs pressed into their chins, Mendel, a psychology
proti sor, voiced his opposition to cuts affecti g the Ogden olIege of
Scie e and Technology.
"It gives no one pleasure to think about closing thi science library,"
Mercer said. "It gives me no pleasure to vote for this."
The library's services will be partialIy absorbed by ther libraries and
th university's plan to use computer-based information services.
Meredith expressed regret over eliminating 19 jobs.
1
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'These 'e 19 positions we did
no want to get rid of - that work
win continue" and have to be abso bed by others, he said.
An xpected increase in revenues,
bl ug t about largely by increased
fe s, hould be about $2.51 million,
a cor ing to the summary.
.
The budget increases slightly
nd for public service, student
s rvi es and institutional support,
v hile reducing funds for teaching
a d learning.
Faculty and staff were voted a 5
percent salary increase.
Mandatory fees paid by each alI
II-time students will increase by
$ .50 to $110.50. Payment of som .
of the fees are vol ntary for parttime students.
In-state tuition will i re
b
$40 to $790 for undergra uate an
by $120 to $2,370 for non resid nts.
Kentucky graduate tudent tuitions will increase to $870 for instate students and $2,610 for ut-

of-stat studen .
Housing fees will 0 from $625 to
$658 a semeste for ir-conditioned
rooms. The ch apes accommodation on campus will be a :1on-airconditioned room or $633 a
semester; the most ex nsivv, $778
for an air-conditioned room in one
of two new residence hIls.
State appropriations will account
for 45.1 percent of the universi ' s
budget, student tuition Clnd fees 23.4
percent, government rants 13.3
percent, athletics 1.3 perc nt, auxiliary services 10.7 per ent and
other items 6.2 percent.
Meredith and tI e r gents are
counting on 2 percellt stat incr ase
in funding.
" If that changes, then we will
have to come back together as a
board to make some (critical)
changes," said Regent C.C. Howard
G ray , a Finance Committee
member.

50S goes out fOri outdoor sculptUIiiE
LIFESTYLES
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By ANGELA BAUER
The Daily News
Warren County has a long-standing tradition of supporting the arts
and caring for parks and other outdoor areas, but the number of county
sites where those two traditions
meet are few.
The county boasts only 14 outdoor statues, all of which are in
Bowling Green and 13 of which
now have been documented by the
Warren County branch of the National Save Outdoor Sculpture program.
"We were sort of surprised there
wasn't more," said Jonathan Jeffrey, a special collections librarian
at The Kentucky Library and the
Warren County SOS coordinator.
While 13 statues may seem like
quite a few on first mention, that
number includes pieces at only a
handful of sites. The Four Seasons
statues and Hebe Fountain, all of
which form the centerpiece of
Fountain Square Park, account for
five of the 13 cataloged statues.
A set of Four Seasons statues near
Western Kentucky University's
Snell Hall account for another four,
leaving the Henry Hardin Cherry
statue in front of Western's Cherry
Hall, the base of the old Fountain
Square fountain - now situated
behind Riverview at Hobson Grove
- and two contemporary pieces by
Bowling Green artist Donnie Firkins
to round out the list, Jeffrey said.
A third sculpture by Firkins now
graces Bowling Green but was added after the SOS documentation was
completed, Jeffrey said.
"We couldn't include architectural-type things, and we couldn't
include anything like monuments,"
he said, explaining that pieces such
as the veterans' monuments in Fairview Cemetery and the arches that
lead into Fountain Square Park had
to be excluded from the list.
Now that the statues are
documented, the National SOS
group is beginning to feel its limitations. The group was formed only to
document the statues, assess their
condition and create awareness of
outdoor statuary, Jeffrey said.
The group, whose Warren County
documentation was funded by the

STATUESQUE. Jonathan
Jeffrey (right), special collecti?DS tibrari.an for The Kentucky
LIbrary, pomts out intricate carvings on one of four statues situated behind Western Kentucky
University's Snell Hall. A closer
look at one statue (above)
which is made of Italian
marble, shows the damage the
statues have sustained from
years of exposure to pollution
neglect and vegetation growth. '

earran;

Landmarl Association and """of"n'"m_
ed by La dmark volunteers, will not
issue gra:1ts to repair ~e ~culp~, •.
hoping ir stead that pubhc mterest 10 ,
the docu nentation may lead to funding for much-needed repairs, Jeffrey said.
'
.
.
.
" The piece beh10d RIvervIew
pr bably needs to be taken care of,
bu Riverview will never be able to
aff rd to have that done," he said.
"I think something needs to be done
pr tty ql ickly with the Snell sta~es
... but w ~ 'd probably have to raIse
private money. I don't think the unive 'sity has the money."
While Jeffrey considers the Snell
st!ltues to be Warren County's mos
b ~autii'ul pie es, they also are in th
'" orst shape, e said.
"Polluti n is part of the
pli:Jbl 'm" he said. "They've just
ne ve be!n wax ed or had any type 0 '

preservation. There's never bee ,1
anyone for them."
'[ e bronze Cherry statUI :,
~ow ver, is in good shape, despi e
Its green color.
" It's really in very good cond ,tion," he said. "The green is frOID
oxidation of the metal It re.alhl.n1:l1teCtS it more than anything. It's
probably our best piece
f,
sculpture."
The county soon may see m( re
outdoor art thanks to a program Ie
Capitol Arts Center is developing,
said Bill Moats, director of the Capitol's Hom hens Gallery.

~~

Mond a y , May 16

THE LAST DEVELOPMENT MEETING WITH MIKE BREY

DR . BINDER , JANE BROOKS AND MIKE BREY

SER I OUS BUSINESS , MIKE BREY AND JANE BROOK S

,

FAREWELL TO MIKE BREY

DR . BINDER & MIKE BREY ARRIVE AT THE OLIVE GARDEN

A GOOD TURN OUT FROM THE LIBRAR Y

Sheila Hause

MIKE , DEBBY HAS SOMETHING FOR YOU ...
REMEMBER THE TIME YOU HIT THE DEER?? ..

IT ' S ON LOAN FROM LARRY SCOTT !!

WE THOUGHT YOU MIGH T LIKE TO WE R THIS WHILE WE ARE EATING LUNCH .

A Lesson on how to Sp eak
By Debby Gabbard

It

1S

roof, not ruff .

It is Peonies, n o t Pe nnies.
It is Roots , not Ruts .

YOU'RE OUTTA HERE!

JUNE 1994

THE MOVE !!

BEHIND CHARLOTTE 'S HEAD"'"
.....
THAT'S A PLANT
__~~
DEBBY GABBARD P

NO DEBBY GABBARD PACKING THE OWLS!!

CHARLOTTE, PACK DON'T READ THE FUNNIES!!!!

June 15, 1994
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Therese D. Baker, Library Public
Services, has a review of Buttons:
The Collector's Guide to Selecting.
Restoring. and Enjoying New and
Vintage Buttons. by Nancy Fink
and Maryalice Ditzler, Courage
Books: Running Pr., 1994, in The
Library Journal, vol. 119, No.6,
April 1, 1994, p. 95.
Brian E. Coutts, Library Public
Services, has Best Reference Sources
of 1993 in the April 15, 1994 issue of
The Library Journal, pgs. 37-42.

July 20, 1994

University Libraries
SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

Nancy D. Baird gave a presentation on David Yandell: Physician of
Old Louisville in May to the Innominate Society of Louisville at
the Pend ennis Club.
Donna Parker and Jonathan
Jeffrey gave a presentation on

Wool Manufacturing at South Union,
1814-1868 at the South Union
Shaker Seminar in South Union,
Ky.

On Campus

What's up at the Kentucky
July
On Campus
Museum
20, 1994

Below: A display of children's clothing in the
thirties featured in the Ky. Museum exhibit.

Western Kentucky University is
fortunate to lay claim to the
Kentucky Museum as a rich
storehouse of information and
exhibits featuring Kentuckians.
The museum attracts more than
35,000 visitors a year, including
12,000 s-chool children on' tours
based on standards the Ken- '
tucky Education Reform Act.
Museum Hours are Tuesdays
through Saturdays 9:30 a.m. to 4
p.m., Sundays 1-4 p.m.
For more information about all
exhibits, call 2592.
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Dr. Sallye Russell Clark, professor of textiles
and clothing, is curator for the 'Fashion in the
Thirties' exhibit currently on display at the
Kentucky Museu m.
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Style important in tough times
" People were using materials that floor in the early part of the decade
By ANGELA BAUER
were maybe not so costly and reus- to just below the knee by decade's
The Daily News
Americans were facing tough ing materials. One child's dress in end - space limitations prevented
times as they entered the 1930s in the exhibit is made from her Ms. Parker and guest curator Dr.
the midst of the Great Depression, mother's older cress. It shows the Sallye Clark from showing a detailed transition in style from the early
which reached its worst point in thriftiness of that period."
An article in a needlecraft maga- to late '30s, Ms. Parker said.
1933 but did not end until after the
Despite those limitations, both
zine of the day discussed fashions
beginning of World War II in 1939.
But despite the challenges of high that were makeover-friendly and women brought a fondness for ' 30s
unemployment rates and little advocated remaking old dresses into styles to the exhibit.
money for food, Americans also had current styles and using any avail"Dr. Clark retired this year (from
hope for the future, hope outlined in able money for accessories rather Western Kentucky University) and
the Kentucky Museum's latest ex- than new dresses, Ms. Parker said.
it was her idea to do this exhibit,"
hibit "Hard Times and High Hopes:
In addition to clothing, the exhibit Ms. Parker said. " She always
features examples of needlecrafts, wanted to do an exhibit of '30s
Fashions of the 1930s. "
"We stress that clothing of the children 's toys and a 1930s beauty clothing, so we decided it would be
1930s was important, " said Donna parlor.
a nice exhibit to do for her final
Parker, exhibits curator for the
" It was very important to have a year."
museum. " There were specific perfectly styled hairdo," Ms. Parker
Ms. Parker likes of the elegance
c lothes for special occasions. Unlike said.
found in the decade 's clothing.
Though trips to the beauty parlor
today. when you can wear pants
"When I think of the beautiful
almost any day, you had to wear the were important to women 'of the evening wear of the '30s ... the real
right dress, the right hat, the right '30s, they also ' were limited by slinky-fit dresses ... I think of some
monetary considerations.
shoes."
of the movie stars," she said.
"If they had the money, they
The exhibit even offers an answer
"Movie stars really influenced
to Questions about how people could would do what they could afford to the fashion of !he day. People used
afford the perfect outfit for every do in going to the beauty parlor and cinema to escape (the troubles of the
occasion during a time when even such, buying clothes that suited the day) and those women (movie stars)
money for food was scarce , Ms. occasion," Ms. Parker said.
could afford to dress, so people
Parker said.
While the exhibit includes many emulated them."
"Needlework was very popular fashion changes - hemlines went
The exhibit opens Tuesday in the
during the '20s and '30s," she said. from about 12 inches above the museum 's Gallery E.
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1ST PLACE WINN ERS!!!!

BOWLING TEAM

GENERIC LIB RARIANS!!!!

HAPPY BI RTHD Y DEBBY GABBARD!!!!!
R ~ FFERTY'S RESTAURANT
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JULY 1ST, 19 9 4
HAD A HAT ...

GOT A HAT!!!!
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JANE BROOKS LIKES DEB'S HAT!!!!

NANCI HALL LIKES DEB'S HAT!!!

MARY KAY TUCKER ALREADY HAS A
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HEL~ SECOND FLOOR - PER I ODIC L

THE SCIENCE LIBRARY MOVE

JUNE - J ULY 1994
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UNIVERSITY ®

Exclusively Western/ • 1994

an Associate of the New
York-based Foundation
Center, Western's Main
Library maintains a collection
of publications to assist fund
raisers and individuals/
groups seeking grants or
founda 'on support.

W Cynthia. Etkin, Department

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIESI
KENTUCKY MUSEUM
'I~

iii

The Robert Penn arren
Library, housed in WKU's
Kentucky Library, is listed on
the National Uterary
Landmarks Regist r of
Friends of Libraries U.s.A
U.S. Representative William
H. Natcher's Congressional
papers, office furnishings and
personal momentos were
donated to WKU's Ubrary
Special Collections Department. The Natcher Collection, representing over four
decades of public service,
will be processed and
appropriate items selected for
exhibition.

ill Helm Library's Grants
Infonnation Center is only
one of two such resource
centers in Kentucky. As

of Library Public Services,
was appointed by the Public
Printer of the United States to
a three-year tenn on the
Depository Library Council
and serves as Council
secretary for 1994-95.

W Connie Foster, Department
of Library Automation and
Technical Services, is an
Executive Board member atlarge of the North American
Serials Interest Group, a
thousand-member organization of publishers, vendors,
librarians and others dealing
with serials.
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APRIL, MAY, JUNE, & J LY BIRTHDAYS

WHERE:
WHEN:

The 01 ve

arden

Friday , Ju l y 29
4:30 p . m.

I~q,.}

May Birthdays
Nancy Binder
Jane Glasser
Elaine Moore

April Birthdays
Nancy Baird
Barbara Bishop
Linda Davis
Doris Hardcastle
Ellen Micheletti
Frances Turnipseed
Bonita Wheeler

June Birthdays
Lucy Daniels
Walt Geier
Riley Handy
Janice Masannat
Donna Parker
Donna Vincent
Peggy Wright

July Birthdays
Jeannie Butler
Ernie Davis
Rose Davis
Cindy Etkin
Debby Gabbard
Greg Hudnall
Linda Morrissett
Gay Perkins
Fina Simpson
Helen Skees
Teresa Taylor
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NOT THEIR BIRTHDAY BUT THEY WOULDN ' T MISS A PARTY !!!!!

The Olive Garden

,Q1 J.j

Friday, July 29

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS & MARY GROVES!!!!!

On Campus

August 24, 1994

The Pe sennel File

Faculty Grant~d
Tenure
UNIVERSITY LlBRI RIE"S

!-ibrary Special Collecti lns
Sandra Staebell
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